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Synthesis

Nowadays, one of the main objectives of the companies is based in the generation
of monitoring and control systems which ensure the proper function of the processes,
resulting in the reduction of costs occasioned by faults on the devices. In order to
provide the companies the tools to achieve these objectives, the following work presents
a methodology for fault detection and diagnosis in squirrel cage induction motors, with
the use of the techniques Motor Square Current Signature Analysis (MSCSA) and fuzzy
logic systems. The project covers the following topics: Development of the work bench
for fault simulation and load system. Development of the interface for analysis and
data processing. Development of the system for fault detection and diagnosis. The
system was developed for the detection of 3 faults; Mechanical faults generated by
eccentricities (static and dynamic) and electrical faults generated by broken bars in
the rotor and / or voltage unbalance. Finally, in order to show the efficiency of the
proposed methodology, the project was tested and validated on 2 squirrel cage induction
motors of 1 and 3 hp, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In order to complete the objeetives of developing and transferring teclmology. the

projeet should cover the next topics: knowledge of soft computing techniques like:

fuzzv logic in order to develop a. system of control and fault diagnosis. But also.

techniques for sigua! analysis (like Fourier transform and Fas! Fourier Transform) will

be needed too. In this research the teclmiques of Artiñcial Intelligence and Classical

Control tecliniques íor ínodelling, identiíieation, ínonitoring, and fault. diagnosis of

coniplex systems are analyzed [1]. The developinent of a. system able to work with the

presence oí noise and íault toleran! control are proposed, like in nianufa.eturing systems

or electrical .systems to ñame a few. The- presence oí combinatioiis and correlations

between similar analogue or digital variables, presence of noise. linear or non-linear

characterist ics are conimonlv present whicli represen! a. challenge in order to make a.

diagnosis or control. í! is remarked the use oí artificial intelligence techniques in order

to perform intelligent control and moniloring systems. lilis is because the design of the

machines Iha I make t he systems Ihat current lv exist are Irying to emula le t he behavior

ol human systems and / or animáis, so that in order lo control and diagnostics oí

Ihese sysleins usiiig only t radit ional control nieihods is impossible lo acbieve givon the

large ainount ol inlorniat ion handled. the large nuiuber oí correlaled variables and the

presence oí uncertaintv [2j. Given lilis, is proposed (he research based in the handle oí

historical data oí t he process conibined wit h solí conq)iit ing and stat ist ical tcclini<|iies.

to develop a.n intelligent control and nionitoring system based on the historical data, oí

I lie process.



Chapter 2

Research Problem

In receñí times, in the industries is more ol'ten lo see auloinatized processes with a

big niaehincrv variotv like robots, working center. transportat ion etc. All ol 1hese

basing llieir function on induction motors íor their rehabilitv and siinphcitv oí t heir

consl ruct ion. In the actuality induction motors are the most used eleclrical machine

in the induslrv íor the shnpheiiv in their installation and ínaiiitenance. 'l'he constan!

use oí Ihese motors make Ihem so susceptible to lail. In this regard, it is necessary to

clieck Ihem wilhin a certain period oí time. 1he problem is that some techniques ueed

to stop the motor to evalúale their condition. triggering high costs during the stop in

the ptoduet ion line. Tlial is whv il is wanted lo impleinent a conliniious diagnosl ic

system t ha I can give inlorinal ion about the condit ions ol t lie motor, and Ihat con Id be

used lo [)redicl a laull in Ihe ínain componen! s (broken rotor bar and eccent ricit Íes).

allowing to corree! the lailure belore the motor stops working. All lilis wilhoiit the

ueed lo slop I he motor and in oonsequonco the produclion line.

2.1 Research questions

1. \\ Ineh are the meelianieal and eleelrieal íaulls more lre(|iienl Iv presen! od on

elect i'ieal inducl ion mol urs and which are I he possible solul ions in on 1er lo corree!

t hem?

2. Is il possible i he erenlioii oí constan! moniloring systein lo deteei laulls on

indiielion motors able lo work on line willioiit the ueed lo slop the motor lo

make ,i ]>roper <liagm >sis'.'

3. Is il possible l he de\ elopiiicMil ol a niel hodoli >g\. base; 1on Motor Square Current
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Signatiire Analysis (MSCSA) and Soft Compuüng techniques, able to detecl pat

terns that represen! the existence of eleclrieal and mechanical faults on electrical

induction molors?

4. Is it possible the creaüon of a.n interfaee lo detecl faults on induction motors able

to work in presence ol noise?

2.2 Hypothesis

With the use of MSCSA and soít eomputing techniques, il is possible the creaüon of

a eontinuous nionitoring and control systein to a.nalyze the signáis online, that reveal

the behavior of the motor in full operation, able to work with the presence of noise,

with the purpose oí prediet electrical (broken rotor bars) and mechanica.l(eeeenti'iciües)

faults beíore they oceur.

2.3 Main objective

4o develop a niethodology íor íault prediction in electrical induction motors applying

MSCSA and soít eomputing techniques based on the treatment of historical data of

the process.

2.3.1 Specific objeetives

• To develop a sturdv nionitoring and control system able lo work in presence oí

noise.

• 4o períorní a constant nionitoring syslem and control in order to avoid the stop

ol l he motor.

2.3.2 Delimitatioris

1. The program is delimited to the detection and diagnosis of faults specificallv

broken rotor bars and eccent ricit ies. without íeaching on the automation and the

corred ion ol 1hese.

2. The niethodology will be developed just íor sqnirrel cage induction motors.
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2.4 Justification

In nianv industrial processes control function is períonned by an operator (human).
This is who decides when and how to manipúlate- variables in order to get aconünuous
and efhcient production line. Productive efficiencv involves the constant increase in
pr«Klii<-ti<>n levéis of installcd equipment. improving product qua.hty, lower production
costs and safetv íor workers and equipment. To aclueve this goals. it is necessary that
,he production processes aie períonned a. «he lnghest possible speed and the control
variables are at the lowest valué allowed. Because oí these reqmrenients the industry
has required the use of new and more complex processes that olí en cannot be control
bv an operator. That is whv intelligent control and nionitoring systems anse as an
answer lo the industrial needs, in order to get production standards at the lnghest
level oí quality. and the lowest maintenaiKe costs [3!.
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State of the art

Nowadays companies have searched for wa.ys to invest. their business in iniprovements

íor their industrial processes. One of the topics that lias taken inore iniportanee is

tlie prevention of faults in the machinery oí the systein in order to extend the lile oí

the inochanisms and thereby to genérate a higlier rale oí production rediicing time for

repair a.nd / or nia.infena.nce. Ba.secl on this, the detection and diagnosis of faults has

grown signilicantly a.iniing to have systems a.nd processes in control impa.eting directly

on Ihe econoiny ol the company.

One of the devices i)resented in that processes is the induction motor by its ver

sal ilily and easy installation. for that reason several techniques has emerged in order

lo address this problem. There are a lot oí problems that ;i motor can presents. like

íaults on the stator windings. voltage unbalances. bearing problems. eceentricity faults.

broken rotor bars and others. However. two oí the most usuallv presented problems

on the motors are eceentricity íaults (static. dynainic or mixed) and broken rotor bars.

One ol the hrst to conlront this topic was Acosta |1 . He pn\sent a review oí some

techniques to íault detection like Park Vector. Negativo seqiienee and Slator current

analysis to detecl. variations or patterns llial indícale the presence ol a fault. Altor

the experimental ion he presents thatthe leclnhqiie used would dopond directly to the

system that is going to be analvzed. giviug a lillle ad\'antage to Ihe analvsis ol the

stator current.

t->y,iíít~>

Subsequontly. Mehrjou [1] realized a complete reviow ol Ihe existing techniques lor

i he íault detection and diagnosis, presenting the a.dva.ntages a.nd disadvantages oí some

diíferent teclini(ju<\s. He presents analysis by vibrations. thermal analysis and analy-
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sis to the stator current. Every technique presented its advantage in the analysis of

some specific parts of the motor, for example vibration analysis presents better results

idenüfying eecentricities that the others. the problem is that, vibrations do not detecl

electrical faults [5]. Then thermal analysis presented an advantage to vibrations for its

múltiple fault detection, bearings, eecentricities, shorteireuits and others, the problem

of thermal analysis is that instrumentation has an elevated cost besides it presented

problems to diagnose under múltiple fault presen!. The last technique presented was

the analysis to the stator current. This technique presents good results to detecl eecen

tricities, broken rotor bars, stator a.nd bearing faults, the instrumentation required for

the analysis has an affordable price and the simplicity of the technique made the stator

current ana.lysis one of the most used techniques for induction motor fault detection.

The analysis of the stator current is iiained Motor Current Signatiire Analysis (MCSA)

and consists basically in 3 stops:

• First step consists on the aequishion of the current from one of the motor phases.

which represents the beha.vior of the magnetie ñelds of the motor.

• Second step consists on the tra.iisfornia.tion oí the current from time dotnain to the

frequency cloinain based on Fourier transform. The goal of this transformation

is to detect patterns that. in time doniain is not possible to detecl.

• Third step consists on the analysis of tliose patterns to chaguóse the type oí the

laulf. The patterns used for the analysis are the presence of harmonios localed

at certain frequency. Depencling on the- frequency of the harmonio, it is possi

ble to determino the type of the íault [6|. One provo of the effieieney of MCSA

technique was developed by Neti [7!. who analvze a motor under accelerated life

test,. The motor was installed to be in extreme condit ions oí ventilation and it

was turned on and oíí oonstantlv by 8 days. The results were collected e\'er\'

day lo detecl Ilie si ato oí Ilie motor and based in the data collected. the systems

preview that motor was going to lail in the 8lh day as happened.

MCSA technique diablos the system to detecl difieren! types of íaults like ec

cent ricitios and broken rolor bars. To doled these faults. il is necessary lo

determino the frequency local ion of the harmonios and the aniplilucle oí Ihem.

Pico ¡8j presents the lrequeticv localion oí the harmonios depencling on the type

ol Iho íault. For example, to determine the presence oían eceentricity fault in
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Ihe frequency analysis. the harmonios should be presented at frequenoies

/,,,. = ./s(l±A-(' "'"')) (3.1)
l>

Where:

/,,,. is Ihe írequencv oí the íault

fs is the supplv frequency

,s is the slip (diíferonoe befween !he mechaiiical speed and electrical speed)

p is Ihe niunber oí polos

k is an integer

Moreover. otiier aulliors reports that Eceentricity íault presenls harmonios at

íreqnencies /',,, -• /',. ± /A This inforinalion was tested and validated by Ra-

jalakslmh ¡9] with a model based in múltiple couplecl circuit approach and 2D

Modilied \\ inding tune t ion Iheorv. On t he ol lier liancl. íor the analysis oí broken

rotor bars. the Írequencv harmonios are- localecl to the siclebands ol the supplv

írequencv localecl al:

/,„.,, = (l±/os)./;, (3.2)

//,,;, is Ihe íroquoney oí t he íault

j., is t he supplv Írequencv

.s is Ihe slip

/,• is an integer.

I hese harmonios próvido the neeessarv inloianal ion lodetc-ct broken rolor bars

when Ihe motor is working al lull load 1(1 . II. However. Pruzesse 12 ojioils

one point to take ni coiini when analyziug broken rotor bars. MCSA presenls

good results lo doled a low nuinber ol broken rolor bars. noverl heless. when

is analy/.ed a high nuinber ol broken bars. Ihe technique presenls an ellioiency

losl. Lor thal n'ason Pruzesse presenls that the máximum amplilude valué oí

l he harmonios gds vvhdi the consecutivo niunber ol broken rolor bar-, leaeh iiext

reial h iii \/„./, — , (, . Sub.si'(|ueiit lv, iu order io sobo that problem. Fumar 1•'

proposed an extra p.iltern loi the elassiheai ion. He showed ihat in additiou lo

tlic1 presence ol lile liariuoiiics presenl on 1he sidos ol the ínain lre<|iienc-v. 1he
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amplitude of the supplv frequency is afíected by the state of the rolor. As higher

is the defect of the rotor, lower is the amplitude of the supply frequency harmonio.

Once solved the problem of the niunber of broken bars, only an issue misses lo

corree!. The technique MCSA presents good results for the detection of faults al

full or half load conditions. however when working under conditions of low load

or no load, the eifecüvencss of the technique is greatly reduced [14]. For that rea-

son, the next goal was to improve the resolution of the frequency spectrum. One

of the techniques proposed was developed by Benbouzid [15]. It was proposed to

obtain the motor current and tlien to resample it with the use of eigeiivalues and

eigenveetors to nullifv the presence of noise in the frequency spectrum. the re

sults obtained showed good results to improve the resolution of voltage unbalance

patterns, nevertheless the technique was not proved for difieren! types of fault

patterns. Anotlier technique proposed to improve the resolution of the curren!

was the use of the Hilbert Transform. The teehnique is used !o emphasize the

loeal properties of the signal obtained. It consists in to reduce the negativo fre

quency harmonics lo zero and doubling the amplitude of the posiíive harmonios

with résped ol the original signa! spectrum componen!. Fven though the sys

tem presenled improve on the resolution of the frequency spectrum. the technique

oontinued presenting problems lo detecl faults under low load conditions [16] [17].

Jung [18] observen! that the corred wav lo analyze the current systein was not

ba.secl in the improve the qualitv oí frequency spectrum, the corree! wav to do it

was with a corred saniple soled ion lor eaoh type oí íault. Subsequently Sa.hraoui

[19] presented an algoriilun callee! Relativo Harmonio Indexes (RHI) Il consisted

in an auto seaiching systein to del col harmonics on the frequency speetruin. and

with Ihem genérale patterns lor lint lier analysis.

One point lo be reinarkeel is lliat Motor Current Signatiire Analysis is not an

autonoinous teehnique íor íault deteciion and diagnosis. .MCSA is dedica.ted to

rcweal Írequencv patterns for the íault detection. however. the presence oían

operator is necessary to make a corred diagnosis. For that roason. severa 1 tech

niques of pat tern olassifioations have emerged in order to genérate a complete

systein oí íault deteetion and diagnosis. The1 first niethodology proposed was

macle it by Chaudhury [20]. It was proposed to combine MCSA with (he si a-
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tisücal technique K-means. The methodology consisted in Ihree steps: a) Data

colleclion for normal opcralion for a certain period of time b) Generalion of the

cluster for normal operation c) Compare the data lo detecl abnormal harmonics.

If the system idenüfy harmonios out of the clusters, it, sencls a.n alert, that the

fault is present. The methodology presents good results for single faults. However

the complex of the process, statistical techniques presents problems to identify

múltiple faults present.

Subsequently, in order to eonfront the complexity of the process, intelligent con

trol systems emerged as a possible answer. Two different techniciues were used

in combination with MCSA to develop a. preciso fault detection and diagno

sis systein. The first of tliem was presented by Guedidi [21] who developed a

niethodology wliich combines MCSA and an Artificial Neura.l Network (ANN)

to elassiíy broken rotor bars in the induction motors. Results obtained showed

the efíicieney of the technique to deteet single íaults, bul tests íor múltiple faults

was not, been developed. Consecuüvely, Nordin [22] presents an ANN-MCSA

methodology for múltiple types of faults. The patterns selected for the system

were the frequency and amplitude ol the oclcl harmonics from ist to the 19th and

the ANN was a Mulfi-Layer Perceptron. The results obtained shovvn the: abilify

of the teclmiciue to identify single and múltiple íaults with a high percentage of

precisión. Noverthelcss, the niethodology carnee! the problems of the technique

MCSA to identify faults under low load conditions.

The second intelligent technique proposed was Fuzzv systems. Percha [23! pre

sented a nielh<xlologv lor shorteircuits on the winclings and Zouzou [24] íor broken

rolor bars. They estipúlate 2 input variables lor the detection: Ilio position and

Ihe amplilucle ol the seleeted harmonios and one single otilput: the stale oí the

motor. Based on the results obtained. il is possible to determino the offieioncy

of the teehnique taking in coiuil two poinls. a) the system can lianelle the tin-

certaintv relalecl wilh the motor conditions. and b) the system can oonsider the

experience ol the1 operator to determino the amplitude oí the harmonics.

However. one last point should be higlilighted. the inipaet oí the qualily oí the

current in the1 analysis. Saniaga [25] reports the hifiuence of the voltage unbal

ance lo the eceentricity detection. The problems in the qualitv oí the current
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provoke that eceentricity harmonios increase. generaling falso alarais. For that

reason a, new pattern to recognizo voltage unbalance was required. One alterna-

live is presented by Shacly [26]. It proposed a MCSA-ANN system to detecl the

presence of voltage unbalance on the systein based on the infornialion provided

by the third subsequenl harmonio. On the other hand. Fonseca [27] proposed the

analysis of the Total Harmonio Distortion (THÜ) to detect bad qualitv in the

supplv current.. The technique quantilv the amplitude of the múltiplos harmonios

and identify the distortion oí Ihe supplv current. This teclmiciue presents precise

iníormatioii about the qualitv oí the current. niaking the THD a poweríul lool

to eleteet voltage unbalances.

íiiiallv. altor the review oi Ihe lil oral uro Hiere are propose some iniprovements lo

the projeet that will be developed. In the existeut niethodologies. the1 techniques

were developed with the objective to preclict one type oí íault. either niechanical

íaults (eecentricities) or electrical Íaults (broken rotor bars). but not both on the

same process. and ií t.hey are able to doled Ihem. Ihoy present problems when iI is

noedod to work under low load conditions. T'ha.t is why it is wanleel to iniplement

a teclmiciue able to detecl. nol just eleetrie íaults but aíso niechanical íaults in

the same analysis. To a.ceoniplish that goal the methodology is going lo use the

Teehnique Motor Square ('urrent Signatiire Analysis (MSCSA). The toolini<|ue

was proposed by Piros 28] lo iclenl iív broken rolor bars an eccent ricity íaults and

bases il s íiiiiction in the same principie ol MCSA. the difiéreme oí MSCSA is

l ha I t he obtained current gol s a pro-process lo square it. The aim oí IIris process

is lo duplícate the amplitude ol the harmonios reclucing the problems oí MCSA

to work under low load conditions. Por the pattern classiticat ion. Fuzzv logio

presented some specifio eharuot erist Íes like 111K oit aillt V haildle and Ihe abilitv

lo work with variables based on hmnan expelióme, uiaking i he tu/zv logio Ihe

siiil able toohnique lor t he ore lieet .
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Framework

4.1 Electric Motors

An electrical machine is a deviee that oonverts electrical energy hito niechanical

energy or niechanical energy hito electrical energy. When this deviee is used to

eonvert niechanical hito eléctrica! energy is íiamed generator. When the deviee

is used to eonvert electrical energy hito niechanical is nained motor. In the in-

dtistrv as in eoiiiinon lile is ea.sy to iincl tliese types of eléctrica! machines like

in íridges. íans. vacuums, blenclers. air c:ondiüoning and others. All these has a

simple answer. boeauso electrical energy is an offieiont sonre e of energy, easy to

inanipnlate and transnfit long distancies [29].

4.1.1 Clasification

Electric motors can be classilieel acoording to the" current used in: Direct Current

motors (D('). Altérnate Current motors (AC) and universal motors (used for

both tvpos curren! ).

- Direct Current Motors

DO motor are used when the appheal ion where Ihoy are going to be used

is important to control the speed and the rotation direct ion. These motors

are niosllv lound in deviecs that works with bailones, in these motors

is necessarv lo have the sanie nuinber ol polos in Ihe slator and in the

11
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rotor to work. They can be classified according to the type of excitation

in: independent, serial, derivation, eomposed and perma.nent magnet (the

ma.gneüe fielcl is proclueecl by iiiagnets instead of electromagnets.

- Altérnate Current Motors

These motors are the most used on the indiistry. for the simplicity in their

installation a.nd maint.enance, in the actuality these motor is the most used

motor beeause they have good responding and they are able to work under

uniisual c;ondiüons. AC motors are; classified in two more types, synchroiious

and asynohronous motors. In turn, AC motors are classified depending on

the rotation speed, the rotor type and phase quantity [30].

* synchronous

* asynehronous

- singkspha.se

- auxiliary winding

- short-circuited wincling

- universal

- three-pha.se

- wincling rotor

- short-circuiteel rotor

4.1.2 Three-Phase AC motors

Motor constructioii

The basie oonstrtielion oí an cledric motor is niainly coniornied by two parts. a

iixecl part ealleel stator and a ínoving part ealled rolor.

Stator

Is the base: operating eleinent. allows the motor to have a star point where

rotation can be si arteek There are1 two stator types:

* salient polo stator

* grooving st at or
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Figure 1.P Motor parís

Adapted from [31]
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Figure 1.2: Stator types

Adapi ed from ,3 1¡

Stator are mainlv const riicted bv a sol ol sleel slieets (called paekage). that

have the abilitv to allow the pass oí ínagiieüc ílux threaigh tliem easilv.

ereating the uiagnetic heléis bv stator and its wiudings.

Rotor

Is the niechanical Irausler elenienl. this parí deponéis on Ihe eléctrica! lo

niechanical energy conversión. Polors are a group oí sleel slieets to lorin a

paekage. and can be esseiitiallv on three types depending on their applica-

I ion:

i slol t ing rol or

; salient polo rolor

r seiuirrel cage toli>r

Fuiídaiiuuitals of o¡)oration

fde'i t l ¡cal lllotols base their luilelioii ni tile na (i[ ileetrieal fiefls. I llore al'i' •')

basie principies that describe their operation:

A n oled rio el largo is inducod Iroiigli a co'nducl or general ing a uiagnetic fielel

arounel it.
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Figure 4.3: Rotor types

Adapted from [31]
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Figure 4.4: Fundamentáis of induction motor operation
Adapted from [29]

Another conductor whicli is electrical includecl too. genera tes and opposite

magnefic lield to the first one.

— Lhe repulsión íoree betweon both uiagnetic lields develop rotation niovenient

whielí is t lien used for niechanical applicaüons.

The operation principie is ba,sod on the rotating uiagnetic íiclel that créalos a

t hree-phase alternat ing current. The motor is coníorinecl by a pair of i)olcs per

phase with their corresponeling windiiigs. whose ends are joineel in a coimiion

poinl. A three-phase balanced vollage system is applied at the star! point oí the

vvinchiigs. the eurrents ílowing each time represents clifícroiit posirions.

lor example, in Figure 1.4 is shown how llio rotating lield ol the stator 13s induces

voltage in lhe rolor bars. then the rotor voltage produces a. current ílow in the

rotor that renard the voltage dúo to the ineluda neo genera ten I bv itself. fiuallv lhe

rotor curront produces a uiagnetic helcl in the rotor Bu at 90" behincl hor and
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Bfí interaets with Bncl to produce a, par in the opposite clockwise directlon.

The resulting uiagnetic field rotates at a frequency of / revolutions per second.

If lhe machine has p pairs of polos, the speed, in revolutions per minute, would

be [29]

»i
120 • ,/í

P
(4.1)

4.1.3 Induction Motors

Once, having definocl the basies of operation of an electrio motor, it continúes

with the definiüon of the inchietion motor, which bases its operation on the sanie

principio of rotation generated bv uiagnetic fiekls. however, the induction motor

eloes not require an exteriial excitation applied to the rotor, it works directly with

the flux generated by the stator.

The operation oí the1 induction motor is based on lhe action oí the rotating ílow

generated in the stator circuit ílow induced on the rotor circuit currents. The

rotating flux ereated by stator wincling, short-circuit. the rotor concluctors, so

that. induced eleetromotive forces are generated. Assuming that. rotor wincling is

closed. it is to understand that. rotor is inducecl by electrie currents. The mu

tual action of the1 rotating flmv and the existing currents in the rotor condudors.

causes electrodyiiainie forces on the eonductors, genera.ting the; rotation on the

rotor.

The voltage induced in a rotor bar of an induction motor deponéis on lhe speed

tile* rotor with résped to the1 uiagnetic heléis. To genérate1 an eleetromotive lorce

betvvoen the rotor bars. Hiere niust be a speed dilferenee between the rotor speoel

and uiagnetic heléis. This diiíerenoe is called slip. anel is delinee! as the dillerence

betweon t he synchroiious speoel anel Ihe rotor speed. also known as relativo speed.

(A100/T) 1-1.2)

Equalion 1.2 reprcsenls the calcula! ion of lhe slip in percenlagc anel is delinee!

bv the next valúes: .s is the slip. ^snlr is the speed of the ínagneric heléis anel a.',,,

is the rotor niechanical speoel in tonas ol angular speed j: (radiaos per seeond)

[311.
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4.2 Control

A control systein is delined as a set oí components that can regúlate their own

behavior or the behavior of another system in order to achieve a predeterniined

operation, with propose of reduce faults probabilities and obtain expeeted results.

There are two types of control, open loop and elosed loop control.

Open loop control system: are those where the control inptits are ehosen

wit.hout regard to the actual systein out.puts. The performance of sueh systems

can only be: guara.nteed if the task remains the same for all time and can be

ehiplieated repeatedly by a, speeiíic: sel. of inputs.

Closed loop control system: are systems where the behavior of the system

is observeel bv some sensorv deviee, anel the observations are feedbaek so that a

coinparison can be made about how well the system is behaving in relation to

some desireel performance [2].

4.2.1 Intelligent Control

Intelligent control systems are clescribed as the development of control techniciues

and methoclologios. with t.he objeetive to cumíate important charaeteristics of the

human intelligence:

adapta! ion

- learning

big data quantily nianípulation

Intelligent control baso its function in a nuinber oí toehniquos in order to solvo

problems ihat calino! be solved with classical control teclmiciues. Ainong these1

problems are1 l lioso where il is necessary lo work with large auiounts of data, as

well as haiidliiig ol uneortainty. It is important to reniark t ha.t intelligent control

svstdns elficiencv depends greatly in the qtiant ity anel cpiality data of Ihv process.
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Soft Computing

Funetional
Approximate Approximation/

Reasoning Randomized
Search

ProbabNistic MuKivalued* % Neural Metaheuristíc»
Modets Fuzzy Logic* Networks

Figure 1.5: Soít eomputing Techniques

Solí eomputing tcehniques are elivieled in two niain ateas. Approximate reasoning
anel Functional approximation or lüuielonnze search as il is shown on figure LA
This classiíication has in tmu 1siibsee tioiis. who are the principal techniciues oí
soít eomputing:

- Fuzzy Logic

- Probabilislic niodels

- Neural Networks

Cene-tic algorithms
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4.3 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy systems are knowledge-based or rule-based syslems. The principie of a

fuzzy system consists on the construoüon of series of IF-THEN rules or also

called Fuzzy' rules, where based on the experienee or knowledge of the system, il

is possible to establish a relation of the inputs in order to obtain a desired output

An IF-THEN rule, consists in a series of stops in whieh is establish Ihe result or

response, depending on lhe aeüon(s) that have oceurred. For example::

"IF the speed of the car is high, THEN apply less forcé on the

accelerator".

Where the- wordsTiiglr" and 'less". are eoncepts that in hrst instance does not

represen!, a. nominal valué, but in a Fuzzy system represents a valué páramete!,

whieh is next explained.

As nientioned before, the rules of a fuzzy systein. are not defined.wilh the use

of nominal valúes, but these valúes are relatecl in order to genérate an input pa-

rameter whieh is called "membership function".

4.3.1 Membership Function

A membership function is a universo of valúes whieh belong to a, definod set.

Considor X as a eolleetion of valúes denote*l by ,r. then a fuzzv set .1 ni .;• is

delined as a set of orelored pairs given by:

,l = {.r./íl(.V)¡,'o X\ (4.5)

Where /oi(.r) is called the moniborship huid ion MF íor the fuzzy set .1. 'The

M F niaps ea.eh element oí./: to a membership valué betweon 0 and I. It is obvious

that il the valué ol the meinbership huid ion // \(.r) is lostricted to eithcr 0 or 1.

then A is reduce*! to a classieal sol. anel //.i(,/') is Ihe characterist ic huid ion oí A.

Lstiallv A is reíerreel to as the universo ol disoourse. or siniply the universe, anel

il niay consist oí discreto (orelered or uiiordered) objeols or cont inuous space.
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The coiistruct ion oí a luzzv set dejienels on two t hings: lhe ielent iheation el a

su it able universo oí discourso and 1he speciiie at ion o! an appiopriat e nienibeiship

liuict ion.

Lor exaniplo. in the ease oí the car. the valúes ()| high anel less are next

dése rilx'<l:

figuro 1.6: ME íor High Figure 1.7: MF lor Pess

( )ll t he figure l.ti ean be observe; 11hat when 1he speed oi t he cal is lower oí ce pial

lo 1(1 niph. the meinbership grade is zero. when the speed ol the car passes lhe

valué el Himplo lhe (logree oí membership bi'gins growing iintil reaeh (iOinph.

vvhere t he degree ol nieinbeislnp reacias t he valué ol 1. 1 his repiosents t hat lor

this lunetioii. lower or equul veloeilies tei lllniph has no high speed eharaot eris-

tics. valúes from (iOniph and highor. are eoiisidered teitally high speed. and the

valúes betweon HMtthnph have certain percontagí' oí high speed.

Figure 1.7 shows that lhe valui'"lcss" starts in /.ero. pass throiigh 1 bul ends in

/.ero again. whieh can be interprete;! that this íunctioii lias just one área whieh

rejiresents lhe value'less' . and the rest of the valúes highor can be delined as too

niiicli loreo.

As ni lhe examples sliowii. lhe menibership lundion oi overo valué should not

lo liave the same elass. thcie are difieren! olasses oi MF s elcponeling on the

(omplexitv ree|uired. Next. a few olasses ol paramet rizod Mí" s are desoribed:

Shigleton Meinbership Function

The singleton MF niaps a real valueel pouit ,r <- I into a luzzv singleton A' in /

whieh has nieinbeislup valué 1 al n and II at all ol lid pollita in / . 1hat is:
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PA'(x) =

O

1 if x = a

0 otherwise

20

(4.4)

Figure 4.8: Singleton Membership Function

Triangular Membership function

The triangular MF maps x £ U into a fuzzy set A' if the membership function

has the following form:

y-A'(x) = <

x—ot

a—a

0-x
/i-a

if a < x < a

if a < x < ft

0 otherwise

(4.5)

Where a is the center (peak), a > 0 the left width and ft > 0 the right width,

this means, support is (a —a, a + P).
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O
a a

Figure 4.9: Triangular Membership Function

Trapezoidal Membership Function

The triangular MF maps x € U into a fuzzy set A' if the membership function

has the following form:

(lA'{x) = <

x — ex

a—a
if a < X < a

1 if a < x < b

§E| if b<x<P
0 otherwise

(4.6)

Where [a, b] is the tolerance interval, a > 0 the left width and (i > 0 the right

width, this means, support is (a —a. b+ /?).
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Figure 4.10: Trapezoidal Membership Function

4.3.2 Fuzzy Rule Base

Structure

A fuzzy rule base consists of a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. It is the heart of

the fuzzy system in the sense that all other components are used to implement

these rules in a reasonable and efficient manner. Specifically, the fuzzy rule base

comprises the following fuzzy IF-THEN rules:

Ru(l) : IF xj is A\ and ...and xn is A^ THEN y is Bl (4.7)

WhereA\ are fuzzy sets in í/¿ C R and V C R respectively, and x = (xi, x2,..., xn)T 6
U and y 6 V are the input and output (linguistic) variables of the fuzzy system,

respectively. Where M is the number of the rules in the fuzzy rule base; that is

1 = 1,2, ...,A/ in4.7.

In fuzzy systems, human knowledge is represented in a fuzzy IF-THEN form, this

means

Properties

A set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules is complete if for any x € U , there exists at least

one rule in the fuzzy rule base, say rule Ru^ (in the form of (4.7)), such that:
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or

f*4(**)?*0 (4.8)

Intuitively, the completeness of a set of rules means that at any point in the input

space there is at least one rule that "fires"; that is, the membership valué of the

IF part of the rule at this point is non-zero.

A set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules is consistent if there are no rules with the same IF

parts but diíferent THEN parts.

A set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules is continuous if there do not exist such neighbouring

rules whose THEN part fuzzy sets have empty intersection. Intuitively, continuity

means that the input-output behavior of the fuzzy system should be smooth.

There are a great gamma about fuzzy rules depending on the interpretation an

the use of the operators (t-norms, s-norms and complements), however, one of

the most used is the Mamdani implication, so next will be described:

Mamdani implication, uses the min or algebraic product in p —y q = p A q.

This means, IF-THEN rule is interpreted as a fuzzy relation QM with the MF's

t'QMM^^y) = min(fiFPl(x),ti,FP2(y)) (4.9)

ttQttpfav) = ^FP1(x)nFp2(y) (4.10)

4.3.3 Fuzzy Inference Engine

Although fuzzy rules represent the knowledge and control strategy of the system,

when a specific input valué is established, it is nceessaiy to use a tool in order to

calcúlate the result of the output variables. For this action it is necessary to use

an inference machine, which is the responsible of generating a single set based on

the stipulated rules, which have an individual output variable, aiming to obtain

a joint response as the system output.

There are several inference engines, based on the needs of the system, however,

two of the most used inference engines are next described: Mamdani(max-min)

and Takagi Sugeno.
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Mamdani Inference Engine

The fuzzy implication is modellde by Mamdani mínimum operator and the sen-

tence connective also is interpreted as origin the prepositions and deñned by max

operator.

The firing levéis of the rules, denoted by a¡j, i = 1, 2 are computed by

«! = Ai(x0) A fii(yo), «i = A^Xq) AB2(y0 (4.11)

The individual rule outputs are obtained by

C[(w) = (a, ACiH), C'2(w) = («2 AC2(w)) (4.12)

Then, the overall system output is computed by joining the individual rule out

puts

C(w) = C[(w) VC'2(w) = (aj Ad(w)) V (a2 AC2(w)) (4.13)

Finally, to obtain a deterministic control action, it is employed any defuzzification

strategy.

/
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Figure 4.11: Inference with Mandani's Implication operator

(adapted from [2])

Takagi Sugeno Inference Engine

Sugeno and Takagi use the following architecture

/?,:

alscj

if x is Ai and y is B\ then zj = Ojx + b\y
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R2: if x is A2 and y is B2 then z2 = a2x + b2y

fact : x is xo and y is y0

Consequence: zq

25

The firing levéis of the rules are computed by

a* = Ai(xo) ABi(ifo),<*i = í4i(x0) AB2(y0) (4.14)

The individual rule output are derived from the relationship

z*! = aix0 + bi¡/o, 2*2 = a2x0 + b2y0 (4-15)

and the crisp control action is expressed as

axz*x +a2z*2
z0 = • (4.16)

«i + a2

If we have n rules in the rule-base then the crisp control action is computed as

a^-=1aiz*i
zo =

<7iLi«t

Where a¿ denotes the firing level of the i —th rule, i = 1,..., n.

i

/
\

0.2 \
«, -112 i

/i
/

/

i

m

,*r't'

\
i o." ü*

• I M,„ 2»-.' -1 '

Figure 4.12: Inference with Takagi Sugeno Implication operator

(adapted from [2])

(4.17)

4.3.4 Defuzzification

Once, having obtained the output of the system, the response obtained is given

into a fuzzy set, but in most of the control processes, the output desired should
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be given in to a nonfuzzy number, also called crisp. Consequently, one must

defuzzify the output inferred from the fuzzy control algorithm, namely:

2(0) = defuzzifier(C) (4.18)

Where z0 is the nonfuzzy control output and defuzzifier is the defuzzification

operator.

Defuzzification is a process to select a representative element form the fuzzy out

put C inferred from the fuzzy control algorithm.

The most often used defuzzification operators are:

Center of Área / Gravity

The defuzzifier valué of a fuzzy set C is defined as its fuzzy centroid:

JzC(z)dz
ZQ ¡c{z)dz

(4.19)

The calculation of the Center of Área defuzzified valúes is simplified if we con-

sider finite universe of discourse W and thus discrete membership function C(w),

[32] [2].

zo
aXjC(zjdz)

ac{zj)

cénter-of-gravity

Figure 4.13: Center of Área defuzzification method

(adapted from [32])

(4.20)
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First of Máxima

The defuzzified valué of a fuzzy set C is its smallest maximizing element.

2o = min{z\C(z) = maxC(w)} (4.21)

mean of máxima
smallest of máxima

largest of máxima

Figure 4.14: First of Máxima defuzification method

(adapted from [32])

4.4 Motor Current Signature Analysis

Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) is a technique which base its function

on the monitoring of the stator current to detect sidebands around the supply

frequency, identifying the type of the fault depending on the sidebands magnitude

and location, for example eccentricity or broken rotor bars.

4.4.1 Fault Detection by MCSA

In order to detect faults with the use of Motor Current Signature Analysis it is

necessary to obtain a frequency spectum which has important Information about

the behavior of the motor. In the spectral are showed important paterns like the

supply frequency and sidebands which represents the type and the magnitude of

the fault depending on the location and the amplitude of the harmonic [4].
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4.4.2 Healthy State

If it is considered an ideal motor in power and voltage conditions it is possible to

observe an amplitude increase on the supply frequency trough the next formula

4.22.

ia(t) = Imaxcos{wt) (4.22)

Where Imax is the máximum valué of the fundamental supply phase current.

u

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.15: Stator Current Spectrum in Healthy State

4.4.3 Broken Rotor Bar

If an induction motor with broken rotor bars is considered, it is possible to detect

patterns on the frequency spectral. In first instance, broken rotor bars produce

variations in the magnetic field of the motor, which results in the appearance

of harmonics of rotating field, which induces magneto-motive forces which even-

tually lead to the appearance of harmonics in the supply current to the motor.

Consequences of these are mechanical vibration and loss of torque or driving

torque [18]. It is possible to observe a peak on the supply frequency and two
sidebands around it. To obtain this spectral it is necessary to process the phase

current with the next equation.

ia(t) = Imaxcos{wt) + Iisbcos[(l - 2s)wt\ + Iusbcos[{l + 2s)wt] (4.23)
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Where:

Imax is the máximum valué of the fundamental supply phase current.
Ilsb is the máximum valué of the current lower sideband component.
Iusb is the máximum valué of the current upper sideband component.

In the figure 4.16 is possible to observe an example of the frequency spectrum
which highlight a peak on the supply frequency and sidebands at the frequencies
(1 - 2s)fs and (1 + 2s)fs respectively.

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.16: Stator Current Spectrum with broken rotor bar

4.4.4 Eccentricity

There is a gap between the rotor and the stator of the motor called "Air Gap".
If the Air-Gap is not well distributed in the 360°, a fault known as eccentricity
could be produced. There are basically two types, static in which the rotor is
eccentric but fixed in a place; and dynamic eccentricity, in which the shaft has
an unbalance and the rotor is rotating around the air gap. These faults cause
unequal magnetic fields on the motor, that ultimately result in insulation faults
andbearings faults [14]. In order to obtainthis spectral, it is necessary to process

the phase current with the next equation.

Ía(t) = ImaxCOsiiüt) + IlsbCOs[{uJ - Wr)í] + 7us6[(w - Wr)í] (4.24)

In the figure 4.17 is possible to observe an example of the frequency spectrum
which highlight a peak on the supply frequency and sidebands at the frequencies
(/« ~ fr) and (/, + fr) respectively.
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.17: Stator Current Spectrum with Eccentricity

4.5 Motor Square Current Signature Analysis

Such as in MCSA, in this technique (MSCSA) a frequency analysis is performed

on the stator current, however the technique presented uses the square of the

current, which facilitates the detection of patterns indicating the existence of

faults. The technique bases its methodology in 3 main steps. 1) Acquisition

of the stator phase current in operation 2) processing the square of the current

obtained by formula (4.25) ; and 3) Analysis of the square of the current through

the frequency spectrum with the use of Fourier transform [28].

4.5.1 Normal Operation

The frequency spectrum for a healthy motor can be obtained by the processing

of the stator current with the use of the next formula 4.25

m JLx , ^mazCOsM)

Where:

Imax is the máximum valué of the fundamental current.

ui is the angular frequency ui = 2iifs

(4.25)

In the obtained frequency spectrum it is possible to detect the fundamental fre

quency on 2fs and a DC component as is showed on the next figure
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.18: Stator Square Current Spectrum in normal operation mode

4.5.2 Broken Rotor Bar

in the case of broken rotor bars detection, the frequency spectrum is given by the

next formula:

m
I2 I2 I2
max , Isb , usb A

+ hsblusb ) cos(2u>t)

-{Imaxhsb + ImaxJusb)cOs{2sUjt) + (IUbIuab)cOS{Asijjt)

{Imaxhsb)cOs(2{l - s)ut) + (ImaxIusb)cOs{2(l - s)ut)

I2 I2+-^cos(2(l - 2s)ut) +-^cos(2(l - 2s)ut)

(4.26)

Once obtained the frequency spectrum 4.19, it is possible to detect a DC compo

nent, a 2/s frequency component and sidebands on the frequencies 2(l±2s)/s. In

addition, the spectrum presents components at frequencies 2s/s, 4s/s, 2(1 —s)fs

and 2(1 + 2s)fs. These new components allow an early detection of broken or

cracked rotor bars [281.
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Figure 4.19: Stator Square Current Spectrum with Broken rotor bars

4.5.3 Eccentricity

For rotor eccentricity, the instantaneous square phase current is given by 4.27,

highlighting new frequency components indicating the fault existence.

m
J2 I2 I2max _j_ Isb , usb

2 2 2
+ hsbhsb cos{2ut)

+ (Imaxhsb + ImaxIusb)cOs(üJrt) + (IisbIusb)c0s(2u!rt)

-{ImaxIlsb)cOs({2üJ - Ur)t) + {ImaxIusb)cOs({2uj + Ur)t)

J2 I2+-^cos((2w - 2ur)t) + -^fcos{{2cü + 2ur)t)

(4.27)

The spectrum in figure 4.20 shows a DC component, a frequency component

2/s, and sidebands at 2fs ± fr. But also additional components at fr, 2fr and

2/s —2/r. Thus, even for a motor with rotor eccentricity there are new frequency

components that can be used for highlighting the detection of this type of fault

[28].
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Figure 4.20: Stator Square Current Spectrum with rotor eccentricity



Chapter 5

Methodology and

Experimentaron

The methodology proposed for the project is described in 4 steps:

— System Construction and Learning

a. Acquisition of the signáis in normal operation mode and faulty mode.

The signal required for the analysis is just the stator current in one

phase of the motor, in order to know the behavior of the motor. In

this part of the process, signáis will be obtained through the support of

National Instruments' data acquisition cards (DAQ) and the software

of the same company LabVIEW ®.

b. Pre-process the signal obtained with the use of mathematical techniques

in order to improve the resolution of the obtained signal and reduce the

presence of noise.

To achieve this, techniques like Relative Harmonic Indexes (RHI) will

also be required, in order to work in presence of noise, because this

technique needs, a certain number of patterns in specific positions to

make a proper detection.

c. Genérate the databases for both states (faulty and healthy state) that

will be used later to compare the signáis with the other obtained in the

continuous monitoring. The datábase that will be generated, will be

madc mainly for thrce classifications:

34
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* Healthy State: represents the function of the motor in the normal
operation mode, this means that the motor is working under the
parameters specified by the manufacturer, (Typically 10% of under
and over load).

* Faulty State: For this case, the classifier will have two types of
faults. The system will identify between, electrical and mechanical
faults, and also different types of severity (low severity and high
severity)
Electrical faults are refer as faults on the rotor of the motor, more
specifically broken rotor bars. Mechanical faults are refer as ec
centricity on the shaft of the motor (dynamic eccentricity, static
eccentricity and mixed eccentricity).

d. Introduce the data obtained into the classifier in order to train the tech
nique. The classifiers proposed to develop in the project are: a)Fuzzy
logic systems and b)Neural Networks, and the input variables are, the
frequency and the amplitude of the signal obtained after the pre-process
of the current.

e. Confirm the performance of the train, if it was successful go to step 6,
if it was not successful pass to step 1 and repeat the process.

Constant Motor Monitoring

a. Start the continuous monitoring to obtain the current signal of the mo
tor. In the same wav that in the first step, DAQ will be connected
in one phase of the motor connection, and the signal is going to be
obtained on-line. It is worth to be mentioned, that the speed of the re
sponse of the program, (including the acquisition, the pre-process and
the classification), dependa totally on the capacity of the system and
the specifications of the hardware.

Fault Detection

a. Pre-process the signal obtained with the use of mathematical tech
niques, (like Relative Harmonic Indexes, that have mentioned before on
step 2), in order to improve the resolution of the signal obtained and
reduce the presence of noise.

b. Introduce the data obtained into the classifier and identify if there is a
fault presented, if the system detect a fault go to step 9, if the system
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does not detect a fault pass to step 6 and repeat the process.

— Fault Diagnosis

a. Classify the type of the fault and severity, depending on the amplitude

of the harmonic.

Once detected the failure in the motor, the system will conduct two

activities:

* The first one, is to diagnose the type of failure that is presented,

this means, identify if the fault is electrical (broken rotor bars), or

if the fault is mechanical (eccentricities).

* The second part of the detection, is to determine the severity of the

fault.

If the fault has a low severity, the system will send an alert indicat

ing that fault is presented, but also, a message that shows which are

some possibles reasons of the fault, and how, the machine manager

can correct it.

If the fault has a high severity, the machine is going to stop in-

stantaneously, (in order to prevent a disaster) and in the same way

that in low severity, the system will send a message indicating the

possible reason of the fault, and how to correct it.
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In summary the process works as follows:

By the acquisition of the data, a current signal will be obtained, this signal will
be represented by a vector magnitude "nxl", where "n" is equal to the number
of observations Then, a pre-process will be made to the vector obtained (by

using fast Fourier transform) with the objective of obtaining the variables that
would indicate the presence of the fault (amplitude and frequency), that will be

represented as an array of magnitude ',nx2" where the first column represents

the valué of the amplitude of the harmonic, and the second column represents

the frequency at where the harmonic is located.

Once these valúes are obtained, the matrix of "nx2" will be introduced into the

classifier system (fuzzy logic) in which the classification will be performed, based

on the stipulated rules.
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The fuzzy system to be used will be a múltiple input - múltiple output.
the inputs of the system will be:

- Amplitude
A = Arej - Aactual

Frequency

:58

(5.1)

(5.2)

Some Fuzzy relations:

- IF the Frequency is "E.left" AND the Severity is "Low" THEN the output
will be: "Broken Rotor" Bar with "Low severity"

- IF the Frequency is "M.Right" AND the Severity is "High" THEN the out
put will be:"Mixed eccentricity" with "High severity"

- IF the Frequency is "M.Left" AND the Severity is "Health" THEN the out
put will be:" Normal Operation Mode"

And the outputs will be:

- Type of fault

* Electric Fault

r-fcy^ «/ d-^)2L<F<(l-s)2f,
f*FB.ufi - S q-n.9.s)2/,-F •f m_ \2f < F < (1 - 0.9s)2/s

l (0.1)/., J K ' J

í(F~%°)/f2/'- */ (l +0.9s)2/g<F<(l +s)2/a (54)
l"FE,.,s„, ={ (l+l.\s)2f.-F tj q+spjs <F<(1 +1.1S)2/.,

* Mechanical Fault

VFmuj

^ff^jf if 0.9(2/, - fr) <F<(2fs - fr
hgflfiZtf. if (2/.-/r)<F< 1.1(2/.-/r

(5.5)
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{F^iv!l+f!)] */ 0.9(2/s +/r) <F<(2/s +/r)
^^'"Vigfetiy if (2fs +fr)<F<l.l(2fs +fr)

Severity of the Fault

* Normal Operation Mode

f-A^ait

* Low Severity

MAio.

* High Severity

/M high

é if o</l<io
1£=4 if 10 < A < 15

A-15

25-/1

,4-25

35-A

if 15 < A < 20

if 20 < A < 25

i/ 25 < A < 30

¿/ 30 < A < 35
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(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

Finally, based on the valúes obtained at the outputs of the Fuzzy systems will be

possible to determine which activity should be performed:

- Allow the motor to continué running if it is under normal operation mode.

- Report that there is a fault present and send the message with the corre

sponding correction if the severity of fault is low.

- Stop the motor and send the message with the corresponding correction if

the severity of fault is high.
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For this project, the work was carried about the detection of faults in electric

motors by analyzing the current of one of the motor phases for its further analy

sis. Experimentation consisted basically in two steps, the first was the simulation

of faults with the use of Multisim™ software. The second consisted in the per

formance of proofs directly to 2 motors installed on the workbench for test of

analysis and fault detection. The tests developed are next described:

1. Eccentricity.

2. Broken rotor bars.

3. Voltage Unbalance.

The first step of the experimentation consisted on the simulation of the motor

current, on two different behaviours; Normal operation mode, and Faulty mode

with different levéis of severity. The simulation were realized on a digital software

(Multisim™) which emulates the performance of an electric circuit, in order to
obtain a similar performance of an AC motor.

First, motor current was obtained in normal operation mode, for two different

charge levéis (full load and half load), then the motor current was obtained for

faulty mode in two different scenarios, low severity and high severity.

To emulate the faults it was developed a system based on a motor's star con-

nection as shown in figure 5.2. In the connection were established shortcircuits

between the resistors in one phase of the motor, these shortcircuits genérate an

unbalance or fluctuations on the stator current which represents or emulate the

behavior of an induction motor with broken rotor bars. The levéis of fault were

delimited by the connection of the resistors as are explained on table 5.
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Figure 5.2: Stator Supply connection

Table 5.1: Connection table

Motor State Level of Severity Resistors Connections

healthy 0 1-2, 3-4, 5-6

Low severity 5% 1-2-3-4, 5-6

High severity 10% 1-2-5-6, 3-4

41

Once the signal is obtained, is proceed to perform some processing for the pur-

pose of obtain patterns that would indicate the existence of faults, (in this case,

specifically broken rotor bar).
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5.1 Experimental setup

42

5.1.1 Work bench

Once, having tested the technique by simulation, it was proceeded to validate the

technique directly to the squirrel cage induction motors located at the laboratory

of analysis and fault detection provided by COMIMSA (Corporación Mexicana

de Investigación en Materiales S.A. de C.V.).

The workbench for analysis and fault detection tests consists of 4 main parts:

- Two squirrel cage induction motors, 1 and 3hp, respectively (specifications

on table 6.2 ) where the faults can be induced.

- Data acquisition system, composed by current sensors (ACS712) and a data

acquisition card (DAQ) (specifications on table 6.3).

- Load simulation system (developed specifically for this project by the work-

ing group)

- Interface for data manipulation and processing.

Figure 5.3: a)Connection Diagram b)Data acquisition system
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Table 5.2: Motor specifications

Power 1 hp/0.75 kW 3 hp/2.24 kW

No. Poles 6 6

Voltage 230 V 230 V

Supply Frequency 60 Hz 60 Hz

Torque 4.56 lb-ft 13.41 lb-ft

RPM 1200 1200

Table 5.3: Data acquisition system specifications

Data acqusition card NI-9201

single-ended channels 8

sample rate 500 kS/s

measurement range ±10V

resolution 12-bit
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Tests were developed for 3 specific faults: eccentricity, broken rotor bars and

voltage unbalance; and for each fault. two different levéis of severity: low severity

and high severity.

In order to perform a successful implementation, some elements were required

to simúlate the faults and their different load levéis. Those elements are next

described.

For eccentricity fault simulation:

2 motor bushing of 0.75 and 1.375 inches of diameter respectively, to couple

the slotted discs.

2 slotted discs (specifications on Table 6.4) used to attach the counter-

weights.

Different counterweights to simúlate the level of eccentricity.
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For the proper implementation, the bushings required a machining, more specifi-

cally, a drilled on the external face for an oppressor's installation with the objective of

adjust the bushing to the shaft.

The discs has 2 slots at the ends in which different weights are installed with the purpose

of genérate an unbalance on the rotor, similar behavior presented by an eccentricity

fault. In the same way as the bushings, slotted discs were designed and manufactured.

a)

Table 5.4: Slotted Discs specifications

Diameter 6 in 8 in

Drill Diameter 0.6 in 0.6 in

Distance from the center to the external slots 2.20 in 3.7 in

Distance between slots 4.4 in 7.5 in

Figure 5.4: a)Bushing oppressor b) Slotted Disc

For load simulation:

• A calliper, used to brake the disc and simúlate different level of load

• A brake pump; it was required to control the aperture level of the calliper.

These elements were installed at the end of the disc, in order to break the disc and

thus to simúlate different loads applied to the motor. 5.5
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Figure 5.5: Load simulation system

For voltage unbalance, three power resistors were necessary, two of IkW and 10

ohms each one and other of IkW and 5 ohms. Resistors were installed in one phase of

the motor (as seen on figure 5.6) with the purpose of genérate different levéis ofvoltage
unbalance in order to known the behavior of the motor on these conditions.

Figure 5.6: Power resistors installation

For broken rotor bars, no way to simúlate faults without damaging the motor was

found. Based it was decided to make one and two drills on the rotor in order to broke
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1 and 2 rotor bars, depending on the severity level of the fault, respectively (Figure
5.7).

Figure 5.7: Broken rotor bar

5.1.2 Data processing interface

The interface for processing and manipulation of data, was developed as follows in 4

principal phases:

• Acquisition phase: The current of one of the motor phases is acquired with the

use of a current sensor (ACS 712) and a Data Acquisition Card of National

Instruments™ (NI-9102) for further processing. It is worth to be mentioned
that a sampling rate of 100 ks was used for data acquisition, as well as a low-pass

filter in order to reduce bad-functions in the signal

• Processing phase: This phase has two main steps; a)The processing of the signal

in order to raise the current to square, with the objective of have better resolution.

b)In order to obtain the patterns of the harmonics, it was transformed the current

from time domain to frequency domain with the use of a spectrogram, used

to detect the fault. (Both processes, data processing and transformation were

realized with the use of LabVIEW™ software.)
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DATAAPQUISITIONl

Figure 5.8: Connection diagram for data acquisition

The figure 5.8 presents the program developed for the data acquisition, the first

block is used to determine the type of the variable to read, the second block

is used to determine the acquisition speed (200 ks/s) and then the start block.

Subsequently a loop was established to genérate a constant reading; Inside the

loop a block to read the signal obtained and other to visualize it in the front

panel. Finally out of the loop, a block to reset the data collected to make a

continuous acquisition system.

Analysis phase: Once, having the signal in frequency domain, specific frequency

harmonics were selected, identifying their location and amplitude to be used later

in the detection phase.
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Figure 5.9: Connection diagram for data processing
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Figure 5.9 presents the part of the program dedicated to transform the signal

from time domain to frequency domain and consequently to select the harmonics

for patterns recognition. The first block, located at the top left-hand córner is

used to square the current. The blocks located at the center on the top are in

charge to convert the signal to the frequency domain and then to display the

graph to the front panel. Next blocks located in the center from the top to the

bottom have the same purpose, the first block is used to select an specific part

of the periodogram (depending in the range of the selected harmonics) and the

next block is used to get the information about those harmonics (frequency and

amplitude). Finally at right at center, all the variables selected are joined in to

a single array as the input for the fuzzy system.

• Detection phase: In this part, the selected patterns (frequency and amplitude)

were introduced in a Fuzzy system to detect the type and severity of the fault.
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Figure 5.10: Connection diagram for fuzzy controller

The last part of the program (shown on figure 5.10) is dedicated to the detection and

diagnosis of the fault with the use of a fuzzy system. The first two blocks are used to

determine the fuzzy system saved on the computer. The next block shown on orange, is

the array obtained on the processing part of the program and is introduced to the fuzzy

system. In this case, the system used is a Múltiple Input Múltiple Output (MIMO).

Finally on the right side of the loop, the outputs obtained from the fuzzy system (fault

type and severity) are unbundle and displayed in a graphical way, represented as the

leds and the progress bar shown on the front panel of the interface.
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5.2 Eccentricity

The bushing and the slotted disc were installed to the shaft and 40 runs were executed

with the aim to know the behavior of the motor on normal operation mode. Next,

different counterweights were added in one of the slots of the disc in order to genérate

an unbalanced on the shaft, simulating an eccentricity fault (as it is show on Figure

5.11).

Figure 5.11: Eccentricity Fault simulation

To determine the counterweights required to genérate different levéis of fault sever

ity, 120 proofs to each motor were carried out. After to determine the counterweights.

80 runs were developed to determine the weights and 40 to test them. Table (6.5)

shows the counterweights.

Table 5.5: Counterweights definition

Operation mode Counterweight

1 hp 3hp

Normal 0 grs. 0 grs.

Low severity Fault 50 grs. 200 grs.

High severity Fault 100 grs. 400 grs.

To signal analysis, 2 methodologies were used, MCSA and MSCSA, in order to

show the advantages of working with the square current.
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Once obtained the current signal and having preprocessed it with the use of a

spectrogram, it was started with the analysis, which basically consists of two steps. The

first is a visual analysis directly to the graph aiming to identify highlighting harmonics.

The second one is to make a numerical analysis of those harmonics, gathering precise

information about the frequency and amplitude of the selected harmonics.

5.3 Voltage Unbalance

One of the objectives of the project, was to developed a system to detect different types

of fault (eccentricity and broken rotor bars), but also to créate a system able to work

with noise presence, more specifically, electrical noise.

Therefore, the aim of this part of the project, was to determine a new pattern that

could give information about the quality of the supply current, in order to differentiate

between a fault occasioned by a problem on the electrical current, or a fault directly

in one of the principal motor parts.

Figure 5.12: 10 ohms IkW power resistors

One of the existing techniques used to identify the quality of the supply current, is

THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) which is defined as the relative signal energy present

at non-fundamental frequencies. [33].

Harmonic distortion occurs when the output signal of a system is not equal to the input

signal, frequently affected by the presence of different devices on the same network,
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generating distortion on the signal (múltiples of the supply current) that can cause
problems on the performance of the electrical equipment.

To validate the efficiency of the technique, several tests were developed. They con
sisted on the installation of different power resistors in one of the phases of the motor

to genérate a different voltage according to the other two phases in order to cause a
voltage unbalance on the motor, that represent a bad quality on the current.
Subsequently, the generated signal was analyzed with the spectrogram to determine
the Total Harmonic Distortion of the current to collect information about the motor

behavior under these conditions.

This part of the project consists basically into two steps. The first, was to analyze
the current on normal operation mode without voltage unbalance. However, with the
purpose of provide a tolerance range to the system, getting the possibility of work in
presence of noise, tests with certain unbalance were developed.

Thesecond step ofthe project was to analize the current under faulty conditions. In
this case, faulty conditions were constituted by 2 levéis offault: low and high unbalance
voltage. The specifications of these unbalances are next described.

Table 5.6: Voltage Unbalance Specifications

Fault level Power resistor Voltage Unbalance THD

Normal Operation 0-5 íí 0-7 Vac 0-3%

Low severity 10 ü 20 Vac 7-9%

High severity 20 íí 32 Vac 19-21 %
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5.4 Broken Rotor Bars
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The simulation ofbroken rotor bars consisted basically on three steps: monitoring and
diagnosis of the motor current in normal operation mode, monitoring and diagnosis
of the current with one broken bar and with with two broken bars. It is worth to be

mentioned, that for each operation state, 2 different load conditions were required, low
load condition and high load condition.

In Figure 5.13 is shown the rotor without used to tests, without damage, representing
the normal operation mode.

Figure 5.13: Rotor without damage

Subsequently, it was proceeded to perform tests under faulty mode, in low severity
(one broken bar) and high severity (two broken bars).
To induce this fault, it was necessary to drill holes in the external face of the rotor.

In case of low severity, one hole was necessary and in case of high severity, two holes
were required. It should be noted that for each level of fault, different load conditions

were required. In case of low load level, the slip was established in the range 0.0083 -
0.0125 and in case of high load condition, the slip varies from 0.0208 to 0.029.

Figure 5.14: Damage rotor a)One broken bar b)Two broken bars
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Results and Discussion

6.1 Results

The first part of the experimentation was the Fault simulation via software, results
obtained are next explained:

El
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Figure 6.1: MCSA healthy state
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Figure 6.2: MSCSA healthy state

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shown results for the signal obtained on normal operation mode,
where it can be observed just the patterns /, for MCSA and for MSCSA a DC patfc
and the fundamental frequency on 2fs.

ern

On the next figures are presented result for both techniques in faulty state, with a
low level of severity. In the figure 6.3 can be observed that MCSA present patterns in
the frequencies (1 - 2s)fs and (1 + 2s)fs that indicates the presence of broken rotor

53
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bars in the motor.

I
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Figure 6.3: MCSA high severity fault

In the case of MSCSA the frequency spectrum shows patterns on the frequencies

(1 ± 2s)2fs but also on the frequencies (1 ± 4s)2/s and (1 ± 6s)2/s, which represents a

little advantage over MCSA because it has greater detection features. Figure (6.4)

Fr*qu*ncy (Hz)

Figure 6.4: MSCSA high severity fault

But, the greatest advantage that presents MSCSA over MCSA is presented when

the motor is under low load conditions, because MCSA is not able to detect patterns. In

case of MSCSA it is possible to observe some patterns (2/s, 4/s, 6fs, 8fs) that indicates

the fault under these conditions. Figure (6.5)
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Figure 6.5: MSCSA low severity fault
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6.1.1 Eccentricity

For eccentricity tests, results are next explained. On the first graphs, showed on Figure

6.6, can be observed the frequency spectrum of the normal operation mode for both

motors(a)lhp b)3hp), which shows just one remarkable harmonic on the main frequency

/.
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Figure 6.6: MCSA Frequency spectrum of Normal Operation Mode a)lhp b)3hp

The graph shown on figure 6.7 presenta the frequency spectrum corresponding to the

current analysis of the eccentricity fault at low severity. It is possible to see significant

harmonics at frequencies fs ± fr warning about a bad function on the motor.
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Figure 6.7: MCSA Frequency spectrum of eccentricity fault with low severity a)lhp

b)3hp

Observing the figure 6.8, corresponding to the high severity fault. It is possible

to see the amplitude increase on the selected harmonics when the unbalance is higher

denoting the amplitude as the pattern used to detect the severity of the fault.
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Figure 6.8: MCSA Frequency spectrum of eccentricity fault with high severity a)lhp

b)3hp

Based on the results obtained, 3 principal frequencies were established as patterns

to make a correct diagnosis. The rotor frequency /,. located at 20 Hz, rotor frequency

less supply frequency fa—fr located at 40 Hz, and rotor frequency plus supply frequency

fe + fr located at 80 Hz. The determinad valúes are showed in Table 6.6.
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Table 6.1: MCSA detection patterns for eccentricity

Normal Operation Low severity High severity

Frequency Amplitude

20 Hz OdB 0-5 dB 5-10 dB

40 Hz 0-5 dB 5-15 dB 15-25 dB

80 Hz 0-5 dB 5-10 dB 10-20 dB
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Afterthe analysis with the current in normal operation, it was continued to perform
the analysis with the square current, aiming to detect more patterns and also maximize
the spectrogram resolution.

For this technique, it was necessary to preprocess the current signal, to raise it to
square, and consecutively transform it from time domain, to frequency domain (both
processes were developed on LabVIEW @ software).

In Figure 6.9 can be observed a simple harmonic on the supply frequency, at 2/s,
indicating that the motor is working in normal operation mode.
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Figure 6.9: MSCSA Frequency spectrum of Normal Operation Mode a)lhp b)3hp

On the other hand, Figure 6.10 shows the spectrogram for a faulty state, more

specifically, eccentricity on low severity level. It is possible to observe highlighting

harmonics at the frequencies 2/s —fr and 2fs —fr, and also the rotor frequency

harmonic fT, which refers to eccentricity fault.
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Figure 6.10: MSCSA Frequency spectrum of eccentricity fault with low severity a)lhp
b)3hp

The advantage of this technique is presented when the severity level increases,
because, besides of presenting a higher resolution speaking about the amplitude, ad
ditional harmonics are presented, which can be selected as new patterns in order to
make a proper diagnosis of the fault.

In the figure 6.10 is shown the spectrogram of an eccentricity fault with high severity
level, in which an additional harmonic can be observed at 2/r frequency, and also the
same harmonics at frequencies 2/s ± fr and fr respectively, but on different amplitude
level.
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Figure 6.11: MSCSA Frequency spectrum of eccentricity fault with high severity a)l
hp b)3 hp

Based on this information, it was determined 4 main frequencies as patterns to de
tect and diagnose the fault. Rotor frequency (/,.)located at 20 Hz, twice rotor frequency
(2/r) located at 40 Hz, and twice supply frequency ± rotor frequency (2/s±/r)located
at 100 Hz and 140 Hz respectively; Table 6.7 shows the amplitudes of the selected
harmonics for different levéis of severity.
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Table 6.2: MSCSA detection patterns for eceentricity

Normal Operation Low severity High severity

Frequency Amplitude

20 Hz 0-10 dB 10-20 dB 20-30 dB

40 Hz 0-5 dB 5-15 dB 15-25 dB

100 Hz 0-5 dB 10-20 dB 20-40 dB

140 Hz 0-5 dB 10-20 dB 20-35 dB
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It is possible to detect the difiere-neo betweon the amplitude rangos in Tables 6.6

and 6.7 for each seleeted harmonie: at diíferent levéis of íault. besides of the detection

oí a new harmonie. These new patterns show highly relevant results when detecting

(he type oí íault anel provide a more sensitivo toelmicjue to determine the severitv oí

the fault-
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6.1.2 Voltage Unbalance

For this test was required lhe use of a, 5 ohins power resistor whieh genérate an un

balance ol 7V íor its further analysis. In lhe- spec-trogram showed on Figure 6.12
highlighting harmonics can be observed at freejiiencies 240. 360 and 480 Hz (múltiples
oí the- supplv írecjuenev). Nevertheless altor the analvsis of thc- THü (2.38 (/í )it is
possible to determine that, their amplitude has not big re-leva.nee.
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Figure (i. I2: Frequency Spectrum and 4'H1) íor Normal operation niode

Alter liaving determine the levéis oí unbalance in the voltage. il was proeeeded
ll1 start with lhe tesis. In the Figure (i. 13 can be observed the sj)eot rograin oí the

oiirreni with an unbalanoe oí 20 Vae. This unbalance can be del erinined basieallv in

two stops, firsl. in the gra.ph is jiossible to seo how lhe múltiples harmonics oí the

-'ippl.v lree|iioiic\' liad inereased eonsiderably (10-15 di! approximatelvi. tlial o,ni be

l"'4 a.- a lil>t índex that qualitv oí the oui'lelit it i> llia(le([ila(e, 4'lie M'cund st <q>
consists to oblain the Total Harmonio Disiorlion oí lhe current. and elelonniíie the

tange ol valúes. In Ilos case Figure "a" shows that l'HI ) is N.üa ' . conoponelnig lo

a low Mverily mibalanee. Sinhlarlv. Figure "b" show-, lhe írequencv speclriuu oí the

'airen I wil h an unbala neo oí 32 Vae. whieh leads lo a high severil v unbalance cutising

a 1111) oí 2 1.76 'a and a.n increase oí 15 to 25 dB on the seleeted harmonios.
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Figure 6.13: Spoetrogram oí Voltage- unbalance a)Low severity b)High severity

Fiuallv. sovera1 tesis were developed to deteet the 4" 111) in the jire-se-nee oí ecce-ntrie-

ty broken rotor bars. 4'he results obtained wc-re 4411) = 4.5 - 4 vi íor oocenlricity anel

lili) — -1 - (i '/i lor broken rolor bars. Iíased on these informal ion. the next relation

vas established. Ií lhe 4411) is less than 10 '/ thc- syslein continuo with ils normal

unotion del col ing broken rotor or eceentricity. On the other hancl. ií THÜ is c-qual or

ligher that 10 '/ . Ilie problem woulcl be- causee! by a voltage unbalance.
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6.1.3 Broken Rotor Bars

Fhe hrst part of this simulation eonsisted on the acquisition of the motor current in

a state of normal operation for its further analysis through a frequency spectrum to

analyze the motor current without damage on the rotor. The frequency spectrums

obtained shows the supply frequency harmonio at /, = GOHz in case of MCSA and

2/s. —120Hz in case of MSCSA, indicating fhe correct function of the motor.
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Figuro 6.14: Fre-quency Spootrmn Healthy State

In Figure- (i. la it is shown the írequeney speetruin ol thc- current obtained with one

broken bar and low load. The gra.ph "a" pn-sents the spectrum using the toehnique

MCSA. in whieh is possible lo se-e two sidebands at írequoncios (1 t s)/'s — 10 anel
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SO Hz, aroimd the supplv frequency fs —60 Hz. The graph on the right side, shows

the spectrum in use of the technique MSCSA presenting highlighting harmonics at

írequencies (1 ± s)f„. In this case, it can be observed other patterns at íreqnencies

(1 ± 3.•>•)/„, that indieates the presence of a broken rotor bar.
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Figure 6.14: Spe-olruní oí lhe motor eurrent with one broken rotor bar and low load

condition a)MCSA b)MSCSA

Next, Figure 6.16 shows the frequency spectrum oí the- current obtained with one

broken bar uncle-r high load conditions. Il can be- observed sidebands patli-rns on botli

sidos oí the- main frequency. Also it is possible lo notice that as ¡aerease lhe load, the

distanee is groa lor bc-twe-on the sidebands and the supplv írecjuenev harmonio. I las is

beeause-. when the load gels highor. lhe slip gets highor. 'fhe analysis ge-ts a be-ltc-r

resolution when the load is incroiiient ed. Ilowt-ve-r. ií lhe- graphs shown aro observed
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more olosely , it is possible to notiee the benefits to work with the square of the current.

The resolution in terms of the number of harmonics is inqoroved providing a greatcr

mimber of patterns to use inereasing the lorecision of the technique.
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Figure (i. 16: Spectriun oí lhe motor curre-nt with one broke-n rotor bar anel high load

loiielilion ajMCSA b)MSCSA

Once, liaving j)e-ríornied the te-sts with one broken bar. it was eonlinued to test the

>vMein with 2 broken bars and also with two clifteie-nt load levéis. The hrst graph (i. 17.

l>r<-sents the- analvsis with the use- oí thc le-chnir|iic- MCSA in low load eonelition. in

whieh is jiossible lo seo the harmonios ( 1 ± s)fs. and on the- right sielc ol lhe siqqdv

íree|uency an <-xtra harinonie in lhe írequeney (1 -| 2s)ffi. that represenls an inere-ase in

the niunber oí pnt teims to make a bet ter diagnosis. iNovertheless. ií t he- MSCSA graph is

aiialvzecl eloselv can be- obsorve-el an ineroase oí the rose>lut ion in t he- nuinber ol det eeted
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jtattenis and thc amplitude of this patterns rcpresent a significaiitly difference betweon

a fault. with low severity (one- broken bar) and a fault with high severity (two broken

bars).
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'f lie load inipaet oí i he speol rogram was dcterniinod. for t lia I. Iests wit h two broken

Kara were perlornieel. bul imu under high load eonelit ion.--, lhe figure 6.1.Y show.-- in

pal I "a" Ilie írequencv spect ruin ol t lio tcolinique MCSA. ill whieh it is possible to .-.oí

an mercase on lhe elislanoe betweon the supplv írequencv and lile sieleballds. Ill lilla

case ;hílenme o of the aniplil ude was not signiíie ant. ( )n t lie ol lier ha lid. iI iI is obsi-rved

Ihe graph "b" b\' t he use oi Ihe Ieehni(|iie MS( 'S.A. it is easv to detect some- diíieri'lieos.

For example. lhe liuinl íor oI pal Ierlis Ulerease Iroin 1 lo (i. ae leí ing Iu o ex! ras hall noli los
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at frequonoies (J ± 3.s)/s.. Anofher advantage detecfed is lhe amplitude presented on

the sidebands. whieh are ahnost the dotible oí the presented on the previous analvsis.

I'hese diííereiices roprose-nt a great aeh'antage to make- a correct diagnosis. Having a

greater niunber oí patterns. make it easier to determine more precisely if the íault

is occa.sioned by an eceentricity or a broken rotor bar. Moreover. talking about Ihe

severity ol the fault. the ne-eessary tools can be provided to the use-r to differeiitiate

he-twei-n a proper iiiainti-iianee on time or total motor íault.

0 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 343

Frequency (Hz)

figuro 6.IN: Speetruin ol lhe motor current with two broken rotor bars anel high load

condition al.MCSA b)MSCSA

Fill;11K. based on the data obtained. lhe labio (i.1.4 presenls lhe patterns seleeted

lor the deteciion ol broken rotor bars.
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'Fable 6.4: Detection patterns íor Broken rotor bars

MCSA MSCSA

(í + «)/,• (l+'-4s)/,s (11 4,s)/, (í f'S)2/, (í4-2,s)2/, (l+4s)2/.

Low load f Brb 5-10dB 0-5dB 0(113 5-10c IB 4-7dB 0-5<lB

High load i Brb 5-l-rxlB ()-5dB OdB 10-20<1B 5-10dB O-áclB

how load 2 Brb

Rligh load 2 Brb
ÍO-20dB

10-25(113

()-5<l B

5-í0dB

0-5<lB

0-r)dB

15-21MB

20-30(11?

ÍO-15dB

10-20dB

.'3-7dB

5-í0clB
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6.1.4 Fuzzy Control

Once, after having performed the tests of eccentricity, broken rotor bars and voltage
unbalance, it was possible to observe the variability presented in the amplitude and

the frequency of the selected harmonics, depending on the motor specifications (rotor
speed, power, torque, etc.) and the load level.

Based on this information, it was decided to perform a control with the use of the

Fuzzy logic. This because, fuzzy controllers permit to work with variables that do not

have a precise valué, this means, that it is possible to couple the uncertainty into these

variables. They are able to work in presence of noise, without ignoring the ability to

manipúlate variables based on the experience of the machine operator.

( MSCSA_fuzzy_system.fs - Fuzzy System Designo

e Opérate Help

Variables Rules Test System

Input v*na ble (s)

Frequency Ir

Amplitude fr

F Left E«

18 *

10 S

.00 -í

15 :

1« í

» V

Plot Variables

Input variable 1

x axis FRight Ecc :v

•
120 130 MO 150 160 170 180

input variable 2

A Left Brb

Output variable^ Output valuéis)

0.78KÍ4

Input/Output retalionship

Figure 6.19: Fuzzy system (membership functions, rules and outputs)

Figure 6.19 presents the system to test the fuzzy controller developed. In the left

side of the image the variables selected are presented and with them a valué to test the

input, respectively. In the bottom, depending on the valúes of the inputs, the activated

rules are shown. In the center of the interface, the outputs obtained are displayed in a

numerical way and in the right side in a graphical way.

Subsequently, after having highlighted the reasons why a fuzzy logic system was

determined it was proceeded to establish the variables to manipúlate, as well as, the
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membership functions for each of them.

It was established 6 input variables: frequency and amplitude of the selected har

monios (rotor frequency , sidebands on the left of the supply frequency and sidebands

on the right of the supply frequency) and 2 output variables: Fault type and Severity

of the fault, 6.19.

Membership functions are next described:

Inputs

Rotor frequency:

Input variablemembership functions
1

_0.8-
3

# 0.6-
g
f 0.4-

2 0.2-

Present

1

. , 1 1

5 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 3435

Range

Figure 6.20: Membership functions of the rotor frequency

V-ír

0 if x < 15

x - 15 if 15 < x < 16

1 if 16 < x < 24

25 - x if 24 < x < 25

0 if x > 25

(6.1)
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Amplitude of the rotor frequency:

Input variable membershipfunctions

08- \
7

06-

04- •ttt
0?-íttt;. /

0-'.,,,/
c 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

i

9
i

10 1
iii
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Figure 6.21: Membership functions for the amplitude of the rotor frequency

VAfrVe = <

líA fr(high)
= <

0

x

1

9

0

o

if x < 0

if 0 < x < 1

if 1 < x < 6

if 6 < x < 15

if x > 15

(6.2)

¥ </

x < 5

5 < x < 14

1 if 14 < x < 20

0 ¿/ x > 20

In the Figure 6.21 is shown the fuzzy set for the amplitude of the rotor frequency.
In the figure it is possible to observe the membership functions for both states (Low
amplitude in blue and High amplitude in green). The range of the valúes were deter-
mined in base of the results obtained and the membership degree based on the behavior
of the variables.
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Left sidebands frequency:

nput variable membership functions
1 Eccentricity E

E
0.8-

Brb

3

f0,6- \i1
c 0.4- \
c

2
41- \

0- lililí

/

1
1 1

Range
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Figure 6.22: Membership functions for the frequencies on the left of the supply fre
quency

VfL

M/t

0 if x < 90

*jjP ¿/ 90 < x < 100
1 i/ 100<x<110

^ i/ 110 < x < 115
0 »/ x > 115

0 ¿/ x < 115

x- 115 ?/ 115 < x < 116

1 ¿/ 116 < x < 119

120-x ?/ 119 <x< 120

0 ?:/ x > 120

(6.3)
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Amplitude of the left sidebands harmonics:

Input variable membership functions
1- PÑ

PÑ
PÑ
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Figure 6.23: Membership functions for the amplitude of left side frequencies

^ALSb{Iow) — '

0 if x < 0

ÍE if 0 < x < 2.5
i£f if 2.5 < x < 10

0 if x > 10

r¿ALSB{™-edium)

^ALSB(high)

0 ¿/ x < 5

x—5f=f ¿/ 5 < x < 12.5
20~x if 12.5<x<20

if x > 20
7.5

0

o ?;/ x < 15

^ ¿/ 15 < x < 22.5
2ff í/ 22.5<x<25
0¿/ a; > 25

(6.4)
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Right sidebands frequency:

Input variable membership functions
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Figure 6.24: Membership functions for the frequencies on the right of the supply fre
quency

0 if x < 120

x - 120 if 120 < x < 121

^fRSBBTb ~ < 1 if 121 < x < 122 (6.5)
125-x

3 if 122 < x < 125

0 if x > 125

í 0 if x < 125

x-125

10 if 125 < x < 135

VJrsbEcc = < 1 if 135 < x < 145

150-x

5 if 140 < x < 150

{ o if x > 150
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Amplitude of the Right sidebands harmonics:

Inputvariable membershipfunctions
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Figure 6.25: Membership functions for the amplitude of right side frequencies

^ARSB(low) ~

0 if x < 0

^ if 0 < x < 2.5

^ ¿/ 2.5 < x < 10
Oí/ x > 10

0 if x < 5

r*1Arsb (médium) — '
y^ if 5 < x < 12.5
^ ¿/ 12.5<x<20

0 if x> 20

^ARSB(high) — <

0 ¡/ x < 15

^f if 15<x<22.5
ff ?7 22.5<x<25

0 ¿/ x > 25

(6.6)
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Outputs

Fault type:

Output variable membership functions
1 Brolcen rotor bar

Normal Operation |/\
Excentricity |/\

Figure 6.26: Membership functions for the output (Fault type)
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^FTBTb

0 if X < -1

1 if x = -1

-0.5-x

0.5 if -1 < x < -0.5

0 if x > -0.5

(6.7)

HFTh

MfXe

0 if 0.5 < x < -0.5

^ if -0.5<x<0
Sfi35 ¿/ 0<x<0.5

0 if x > 0.5

if x < 0.5

¿/ x = 1

^ «/ 0.5 < x < 1
0 if x > 1
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Fault severity:

Output variable membership functions
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Figure 6.27: Membership functions for the output (Fault severity)

VFSto

HFSn

r*FS,high

if x < 0

if x = 0

*? if 0 < x < 4
0 ¿/ x > 4

0 if 8 < x < 2

Sf2 ?/ 2 < x < 5
S=£ ¿/ 5 < x < 8

0 if x > 8

0 if x < 6

l if x = 10

(i

1 if 6< x< 10

0 if x > 10
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(6.8)
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Once defined the membership functions for the inputs and the outputs, it was
proceeded to establish the rules to obtain the expected output. The total number of
the generated rules were 24, a Mamdani max-min as inference engine and Center Of
the Área (COA) as the defuzzification method. Below, the rules are exemplify:

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "low" and

fñSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "low" and fLSB is not uBrW THEN Fault type is
"Normal Operation Mode"

a IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "low" and
fusil is "Ecc" and Arsb is "Médium" and fLSB is not "Brb" THEN Fault type
is "Normal Operation Mode"

IB System tests.fs - Fuzzy System Oesigner

File Opérate Help

Variables Rules Test System

Input vanabJefs) Input valuets)

i
Frequency fr 1»

5

N
Amplitude fr

T

F Left Ecc 100
•

A Left Ecc 5 M
FRight Ecc UO -

-

AR»gbtEcc « ü|
Plot Variables

Input variable 1

xaws F Left Ecc

60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Input variable 2

y axis A Left Ecc v

I
5 10 15 20 25

Output v»riabte(s) Output velue(s)

FaultType -0.000272109

Input-Output relationship

3

Output variable

zaxis FaultType

1

0.5

Of.

•0.5

•1

Number of input 1 samples

20 ;

Number of input 2 samples

20 :

Weight

0.666667 1. IF •Frequency fr IS Present AND Amplitude fr IS Low ANO FLeft Ecc' IS Eccentncrty' ANO ALeft Ecc' IS Low AND FRiqht Ecc

Cióse Help

Figure 6.28: Example of the system in normal operation mode

Figure 6.28 presents the system under normal operation mode. It left side of the

interface it is possible to observe that the harmonics for eccentricity fault are
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present. However, the amplitude of this harmonics are not significant to detect

the fault.

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "Médium"

and fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "médium" and fLSB is not "Brb" THEN Fault

type is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "High" and

fass is "Ecc" and ARSB is "High" and fLSB is not uBrbv THEN Fault type is

"Eccentricity" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "Médium"

and fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "High" and fLSB is not "Br6" THEN Fault type

is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "low" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "Médium"

and fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "Low" and fLSB is not "Br&" THEN Fault type

is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Low"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "High" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "Low" and

Írsb is "Ecc" and ARSB is "Médium" and fLSB is not "Brfr" THEN Fault type

is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Low"

• IF fr is "present" and A¡T is "High" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "Médium"

and fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "médium" and fLSB is not "Brib" THEN Fault

type is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "High" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "High" and

fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "Médium" and fLSB is not "Brb" THEN Fault type

is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "High"

• IF fr is "present" and Afr is "High" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "Médium"

and írsb is "Ecc" and ARSB is "High" and fLSB is not "Brb" THEN Fault type

is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fr is "present" and A¡T is "High" and fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSb is "High" and

fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "High" and fLSB is not "Brb" THEN Fault type is

"Eccentricity" and Severity is "High"
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• IF fLSB is "Ecc" and ALSB is "Médium" and fRSB is "Ecc" and ARSB is "médium"
and fLSB is not "Br6" THEN Fault type is "Eccentricity" and Severity is "Low"

B System tesis fs •Fuzzy System Designer
File Opérate Help

Variables Rules Test System

Input vanable(s) Input value<s)

s
r

Jv
Plot Vanables

Input variable 1

«axis FRight Ecc

AFrequencyfr 20

,0

101

142

*

Amplitude fr
*

F Left Ecc
:

A Left Ecc *!
FRight Ecc ~1
A Right Ecc 18 i

120 130 140 150 160 170 180

Input variable 2

ya». ARÍghtEcc ~

10 15 20 25

Output variable! u

FauUType

Sev«*y

Output vahie<s)

0.796074

4JH158

Output vaneóle

z axis Fault Type

1

0 5

0

-0.5

-1

*

Input/Outputretetionship

Number of input1samples Number of input2 samples
20 :

Wtioht

0.266667

0.266667

0.400000

Invoked Rule "~ ' —— __

Help

Figure 6.29: Example of the system with eccentricity fault

In the figure 6.29 the interface is tested for eccentricity faults. Observing the the
bottom of the interface can be observed that in this case, the amplitude of the
rotor frequency is located in the intersection of both membership functions (low
and high severity). Given these conditions, 4rules are fired obtaining as result
an Eccentricity fault with a considerable severity.

IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "Low" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Low"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Low"

IF Ílsb is "Brb" and ALSB is "Médium" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Médium"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"
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• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "High" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "High"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "High"

• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "Médium" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Low"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Low"

• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "Low" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Médium"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF Ílsb is "Brb" and ALSB is "High" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Médium"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "High"

• IF Ílsb is "Brb" and ALSB is "Médium" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "High"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "High"

• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "Low" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "High"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "High" and fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Low"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF Ílsb is "Brb" and ALSB is "Low" Or fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Low" THEN
Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Low"

• IF Ílsb is "Brb" and ALSB is "Médium" Or fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "Médium"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"

• IF fLSB is "Brb" and ALSB is "High" Or fRSB is "Brb" and ARSB is "High"
THEN Fault type is "Broken rotor bars" and Severity is "Médium"
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B System tesis.fs - Fuzzy System Designer
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Figure 6.30: Example of the system with broken rotor bars

In the figure 6.30 is presented the interface tested for broken rotor bars. In this

case, one point should be remarked; The harmonic of the rotor frequency is pre
sented. However, the fault detected was broken rotor bars. This due the system
was developed to detect broken rotor bars even when eccentricity harmonics are
present. If both patterns are present, the eccentricity is taken as a consequence
generated by the broken rotor bars.

Then, with the complete fuzzy controller defined, it was proceeded to perform
several tests in order to evalúate the efficiency of the proposed methodology.

Figures 6.31 present the interface developed working. The interface is constituted
by 4 principal parts. In the top left-hand córner it is shown the current obtained of

one of the motor phases in time domain. In the bottom left-hand córner it is show

the obtained current in frequency domain. The input variables for the fuzzy system
are shown in the in the center at the bottom of the interface. Finally, in the right
side of the interface it is shown the output of the system. This part of the interface
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presents on the left side 4 leds to indícate the operation of the system. if the motor
is running normally, the green LED will be on until some kind of fault occurs. Blue
led represents voltage unbalances, red led represents eccentricity faults and yellow led
represents broken rotor bars. In the right side it is showed the severity ofthe fault in a
scale of 0 to 10, being 0 the lowest severity and 10 the highest severity of the fault. In
image "a" is possible to see the interface on normal operation mode, it canbe observed
certain harmonics on the múltiples of the supply frequency. However, they are not
significantly to detect a voltage unbalance. On the other hand, figure "b" presents
the interface under voltage unbalance. Here, it is possible to see that the múltiples
harmonics, increase significantly indicating the presence of noise or a bad function on
the supply current.
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Figure 6.31: Interface developed a)Normal operation mode b) Voltage unbalance

Figure 6.32 shows the interface working with an eccentricity fault , under low sever
ity (Figure "a") and high severity (Figure "b"). Observing both figures, it can be ob
served that both faults present harmonics at frequencies 20, 100 and 140 Hz, however
the difference in amplitude between harmonics, sets the norm for the determination of
the severity of the fault.
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Figure 6.32: Interface working with Eccentricity Fault a)Low severity b) High severity

Finally, the last validation was made with broken rotor bars. Figures 6.33 present
the graphics and the outputs obtained by the analysis with one and two broken bars.

There are two points to note about the determination of the level and severity of faults.

First, as in eccentricity, it is possible to see, how the severity of the fault is directly
affected by the amplitude of the selected harmonics (1 ± s)2fa. The second point to
observe, is about the highlighting harmonics. If the graphic is watched more closely,
it can be noted the presence of the eccentricity harmonics at 2/s ± fr. However, after

the performed proofs, it was determined that in this case, even when an eccentricity
could be present, the causative of it, are broken bars.

In this fault, one point should be remarked. If the figure "a" is observed closer, it ispos
sible to note that the amplitudeof the harmonics on both sides of the supply frequency
presents a short valué comparatively with the presented on figure "b", however on both

cases the alarm was activated. In the case of broken rotor bars, it was determined that

when an harmonic appears, no matter his amplitude, the system would activate the

alarm for broken rotor bars (unlike to eccentricity failures which were allowed a small

clearance). This is because a broken rotor bar is a critical fault and an increase on

the severity of this fault could cause higher fault in other parts of the motor. In the

case of eccentricity, these conditions are not presented, this is due different external

elements like couplings could cause a small unbalance, representing a little variation
on the signal obtained.
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Figure 6.33: Interface working with Broken Rotor Bars a)Low severity b) High severity
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In the present work different techniques and scenarios were carried out in order to
determine the fault prediction and diagnosis in squirrel cage induction motors with the
use of intelligent control systems. It was developed several tests for the detection of
both faults, eléctrica, (broken rotor bars), and mechanical (eccentricities). It was been
observed that techniques such as MCSA or ESA, which work with the puré current of
one of the motor phases, allow good detection when the motor is on full load conditions
However, when the motor is under low load conditions, these techniques have alarge
number of false alarms, or simply are not able to detect the fault. In this regard, it is
necessary to make the combination with other analvsis techniques (such as the Hilbert
transform) in order to amplify these patterns to increase the sensibility of the system
making it able to work under low load conditions.

The results with MCSA technique was observed that the patterns presented under
full load conditions, were presented in greater numbers, making it more efficient than
techniques like MCSA or ESA. Moreover, the biggest advantage of this technique was
that MSCSA had no problem working under low load conditions. This is due to in
those conditions, the resolution obtained to detect faults in the motor was improved.
even without the combination with other techniques.

Regarding to techniques used for pattern classification is concerned, several tests
to different techniques such as PCA, and fuzzy logic systems were performed.
The use of the technique such as PCA presented favourable results in terms of simple
fault detection. However the technique presented problems for detection when múl
tiple failures occurred. This problem was solved, with the use of intelligent control
techniques such as Fuzzy Logic Control systems.

The advantages of the MSCSA technique for signal analysis and Fuzzy Logic tech
nique for pattern classification were used to propose a methodology to detect and
diagnose faults in squirrel cage induction motors that consists basically into 5steps:

• Adquisition of the current on one of the motor phases.

• Preprocess of the signal in order to transform from time domain to frequency
domain

• Aequire information about the selected harmonics.
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• Based on the information obtained (frequency and amplitude), diagnose the mo
tor state with the use of a Fuzzy controller.

• Provide an appropiate solution based on the fault type and the severity.

This methodology was proved on simulation and validated hito 2 squirrel cage in
duction motors .

One of the drawbacks noted in the literature as much as in practice, was that tests
were performed on controlled conditions, this means, that there was no possibility to
present false alarms caused by a fault on the supply network, or an unbalance generated
by external vibrations on the process, conditions that are very frequently presented in
the industry, also known as industrial noise.

For the fault simulation on the supply network, several proofs were performed to
identify voltage unbalance and with that, known the quality of the current of the mo
tor. With this analysis, a new pattern was selected, the total harmonic distortion.
Based on this, different levéis of operation were established, if the THD is higher than
10 %, the fault may be caused by a fault on the power supply. Thus, the system will
be able to work with noise presence, fulfilling the second objective proposed.

Finally, based on the results obtained it is possible to conclude the next:

The technique MCSA is a powerful technique for the detection of eccentricity faults
and broken rotor bars under normal load conditions. However at the moment when
the motor is working under low load conditions, the technique presents problems to
make a correct diagnosis of the fault, and it is necessary to use other techniques to
improve the resolution of the system. On the other hand, the MSCSA technique uses
the square of the current in order to improve the resolution of the system, obtaining
as a result, a tool with a better performance for the detection and diagnosis of faults
without the use of an additional technique.

Tests for eccentricity faults showed the robustness of the technique for the detection
of this fault, The technique presented a high sensibility for the detection, even on dif-
ficult scenarios (like low load and presence of external vibrations). However, one point
to consider is that the coupling of external elements such as bushings, can provoke
unbalance on the shaft. This problem generates low amplitude harmonics in the signal
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analysis, causing problems with false alarms. To avoid these problems, a clearance
was introduced into the control system in order to avoid false alarms. Once added the
clearance, the number of false alarms were practically nullified.

For broken rotor bars, results showed that, even when the MSCSA improve the res
olution of the technique to make the system able to work under low load conditions, the
detection of broken rotor bars gets complicated when the motor is under no load con-
dition. However, to avoid such faults, an easy installation system for simulating load
to the motor was created in order to genérate a robust system for the detection of faults.

Other point observed after the tests, was the presence of eccentricity patterns on
the frequency analysis. Two possible answers were defined for this event. The first and
most probable of them. is that at the moment of holes were drilled to break the rotor
bars, a weight unbalance was generated causing faults by eccentricity. The second one
is that the shortcircuit caused by the broke of the rotor bars, generates fluctuations in
the magnetic field causing problems by eccentricity in the motor. Regardless, as both
reasons are caused by the broken bars, in the system was established that in presence
of both patterns (eccentricity and broken rotor bars), the system generates an alarm
corresponding for broken rotor bars.

After having analyzed the classifying patterns and the behavior of the system, it
looked for a technique able to work with ambiguous variables and to establish of control
parameters. Based on these characteristics, it was decided to use a fuzzy logic system.
Fuzzy system allows toperform a control system taking in count the variables based on
the experience of the process. Also it is possible to work in the presence of uncertainty,
which in the case of the analysis of the motors, presents agreat advantage. The results
obtained for this technique showed a correct diagnosis when detecting eccentricities
and broken bars. In addition, one of the main advantages of this technique was the
correct diagnosis of faults, even when both faults were present.

Finally based on the results obtained, it is possible to confirm the creation of an
analysis, monitoring and control system, which by analyzing the current with the
technique MSCSA and working together to a fuzzy logic system, is able to detect both
faults, mechanical, caused by eccentricities and electrical, caused by broken bars in
the rotor. Is worth to highlight that the system has the ability to work online, thus
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avoiding shutdowns on the line for analysis and diagnosis and also, it is qualified to
work with the presence of noise (both electrical and mechanical). thus giving answer
to the hypothesis proposed.
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